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The unique style of Cuban ballet is galvanizing the world of dance in the United States, Europe, Latin
America, and beyond. This beautifully illustrated book explores the history of Cuban ballet by focusing on
the life and career of the indomitable Alicia Alonso. It also spotlights many of the young dancers who are
changing the face of ballet with their superb technique, impeccable work ethic, and spectacular
performances: Lorena Feijoo, Lorna Feijoo, Joan Boada, Taras Domitro, Jose Manuel Carreo, Rolando
Sarabia, and Carlos Acosta to name but a few.

While focusing on the artistry and spirit of Cuban dancers, both within and out of Cuba, Octavio Roca deftly
explores the political realities artists face in Cuba and why so many need to leave their beloved home to
reach their full potential, taking their grace, beauty, strength, and style with them. Cuba's loss has become the
worlds gain.

A widely respected authority on the arts, Roca has served on the juries of dozens of international festivals
and performing arts competitions, including the International Ballet Festival in Havana, his native city.
Octavio Roca studied at Emory University and Georgetown University, has taught philosophy at the
University of Miami and Barry University, and is now chair of the Arts and Philosophy Department at
Miami Dade College. He lives in Miami Beach.
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From reader reviews:

Larry Parrish:

The book Cuban Ballet can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why
must we leave the best thing like a book Cuban Ballet? Wide variety you have a different opinion about
reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to
closer with your book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you can give for each other; you can share
all of these. Book Cuban Ballet has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and big function for
you. You can seem the enormous world by open up and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Kirby Paradiso:

What do you regarding book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what you problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to perform others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster.
And you have extra time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They need to answer
that question mainly because just their can do which. It said that about publication. Book is familiar on every
person. Yes, it is proper. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this specific Cuban Ballet
to read.

Diana Brunswick:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information currently can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider any time those information which is from the former life are difficult to be find than now's taking
seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one the particular resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you buy it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Cuban Ballet as the daily resource information.

Earl Wright:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is published or printed or descriptive from each source that will filled update of
news. With this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for an individual.
From media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, new and
comic. You can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or
just seeking the Cuban Ballet when you needed it?
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